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Abstract. A novel nonlinear image encryption scheme based on a fully phase nonzero-
order joint transform correlator architecture (JTC) in the Gyrator domain (GD) is
proposed. In this encryption scheme, the two non-overlapping data distributions of the
input plane of the JTC are fully encoded in phase and this input plane is transformed
using the Gyrator transform (GT); the intensity distribution captured in the GD
represents a new definition of the joint Gyrator power distribution (JGPD). The JGPD
is modified by two nonlinear operations with the purpose of retrieving the encrypted
image, with enhancement of the decrypted signal quality and improvement of the overall
security. There are three keys used in the encryption scheme, two random phase masks
and the rotation angle of the GT, which are all necessary for a proper decryption.
Decryption is highly sensitivity to changes of the rotation angle of the GT as well as to
little changes in other parameters or keys. The proposed encryption scheme in the GD
still preserves the shift-invariance properties originated in the JTC-based encryption
in the Fourier domain. The proposed encryption scheme is more resistant to brute
force attacks, chosen-plaintext attacks, known-plaintext attacks, and ciphertext-only
attacks, as they have been introduced in the cryptanalysis of the JTC-based encryption
system. Numerical results are presented and discussed in order to verify and analyze
the feasibility and validity of the novel encryption-decryption scheme.
Keywords: Encryption and decryption systems, Joint transform correlator, Double
random phase encoding, Gyrator transform, and Phase retrieval.
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1. Introduction
Optical processing techniques have shown great potential in information security
applications [1, 2]. A highly successful method for optical image encryption is the
double-random phase encoding (DRPE) introduced by Re´fre´gier and Javidi [3]. The
DRPE has been further extended from the Fourier domain to the fractional Fourier
domain [4], the Fresnel domain [5, 6] and the Gyrator domain (GD) [7]. Towghi et al.
proposed a fully phase image encryption technique [8] to further enhance the security
and performance of the DRPE in the presence of noise.
A preferred implementation of the optical DRPE is the joint transform correlator
(JTC) architecture [9], because this JTC permits to alleviate the strict setup alignment
requirement of the holographic system (4f -processor [10]) used to experimentally carry
out the DRPE [3]; moreover, the encrypted image obtained in the JTC architecture
is a real-valued distribution and the random phase mask (RPM) used as key in the
encryption process is exactly the same to be used in the decryption process [9].
The initial optical implementation of the DRPE using the JTC architecture [9] has
been modified in later contributions [11, 12, 13], in order to simplify the experimental
setup. In a modified JTC-encryption system, the two RPMs were implemented using a
simple diffuser glass (random phase element) at the input plane of the JTC [11, 12]. As a
result of this modification, however, the decrypted signals were affected by a poor image
quality. This drawback was overcome in [13] by introducing a nonlinear operation in the
encrypted function, obtaining simultaneously an enhancement of the decrypted image
quality and an improvement of the system security. The DRPE implemented with a JTC
architecture has been extended from the Fourier domain to the Fresnel domain [14, 15],
the fractional Fourier domain [16, 17, 18] and the GD [19, 20]. The optical security
system presented in [19] is based on phase-shifting interferometry, and therefore, the
encrypted image and the decryption process differ from the DRPE presented in [3, 9].
The encryption scheme in the GD proposed in [20] presents the joint Gyrator power
spectrum and the joint-extended Gyrator power spectrum, which are complex-valued
distributions and consist of just a single term whereas the joint power spectrum (JPS)
obtained in [9, 11, 12, 13] has four terms.
The security of the DRPE method is vulnerable to chosen–plaintext attacks
(CPA) [21], known–plaintext attacks (KPA) [21], and ciphertext-only attack (COA) [22].
This weakness is due to the linear property of the DRPE method [21]. The DRPE
implemented with a JTC is also vulnerable to CPA [23], KPA [24], and COA [25]. These
plaintext attacks can be extended to the DRPE systems in the GD, provided the rotation
angle of the Gyrator transform (GT) [26] is already known.
The GT is a new tool for manipulation of two-dimensional signals. It belongs to the
linear canonical integral transforms as well as the fractional Fourier transform (FrFT)
and describes the rotations in the phase space [26]. Rodrigo et al. have derived the main
properties of the GT [26], designed a setup to optically implement this transform [27]
and presented several applications of the GT to image processing [7]. The GT has been
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utilized in image encryption with: RPMs generated by chaos [28], Arnold transform [29]
and iterative random phase encoding [30, 31, 32], among other works.
In this work, we present a new modified nonlinear JTC in the GD to encrypt images
that have been previously encoded in phase. The input plane of the JTC architecture is
fully encoded in phase, this feature increases the security of the proposed encryption
scheme against CPA, KPA and COA, because the two RPMs used in the proposed
encryption scheme become security keys. This new encryption system will extend the
DRPE implemented with a nonlinear JTC, as described in [13], to the GD in order
to enhance the security of the system, because the rotation angle of the GT can be
used as a new key for the encryption scheme. In fact, the rotation angle of the GT
strongly affects the decryption process and the decrypted signal is rapidly degraded with
small changes of this parameter. We extend the JPS in the Fourier domain presented
in [9] to the GD by introducing a new definition of the joint Gyrator power distribution
(JGPD). The nonlinear image encryption presented here uses a fully phase nonzero-order
JTC [33] extended to the GD. The encrypted function is a real-valued distribution that
can be computed from three intensity distributions. The encrypted image is obtained
by introducing two nonlinear modifications to the JGPD, these nonlinear modifications
will allow us to retrieve the original image in the decryption stage with higher image
quality and also to increase the security of the proposed encryption system against
several plaintext attacks.
In comparison to previous proposals, the amount of information to transmit does
not increase since the resulting encrypted function has the same size as the original
version [13, 14, 17]. The proposed encryption scheme can be implemented using a
simplified nonzero-order JTC in the GD that avoids the beam splitting required by
other optical JTC implementations [9, 19, 20]. Finally, the proposed nonlinear JTC-
based encryption-decryption scheme in the GD preserves the shift-invariance property of
previous JTC-based proposals [1, 14, 17].
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, the GT and some important properties
are introduced. In section 3, the encryption and decryption schemes are presented.
Simulation results for the encryption and decryption schemes are provided in section 4.
Cryptanalysis of the scheme is presented in section 5. Finally, conclusions are summarized
in section 6.
2. Gyrator transform
The Gyrator transform (GT) is mathematically defined as a linear canonical integral
transform which produces the twisted rotation in position–spatial frequency planes of
phase space [26]. The GT at parameter α, which is the rotation angle, of a two-dimensional
function f(x, y) can be written in the following form





f(x, y)Kα(u, v, x, y)dxdy, (1)
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(uv + xy) cosα− (vx+ uy)
]}
, (2)
where 0 ≤ α < 2π, x and y denote the input coordinates at the spatial domain, u and
v indicate the output coordinates in the GD and Kα is the Gyrator kernel. For α = 0,
it corresponds to the identity transform. For α = π/2, it becomes the direct Fourier
transform with rotation of the coordinate at π/2. For α = π, the reverse transform is
obtained. For α = 3π/2, it corresponds to the inverse Fourier transform with rotation
of the coordinate at π/2. The inverse GT corresponds to the GT at rotation angle
−α. There are certain similarities in the properties of the GT and the FrFT although
these transforms are basically different. Thus, the kernel of the GT is a product of
the hyperbolic and plane waves, whereas the kernel of the FrFT is the product of the
spherical and the plane waves.
In addition to linearity, the main properties of the GT that will be used later in the
encryption and decryption schemes, are
Gα{Gβ{f(x, y)}} = Gα+β{f(x, y)}, (3)
Gα{exp{−i2πx0y cotα}f(x− x0, y)} = exp{−i2πx0v cscα}fα(u, v). (4)
where x0 is a real constant.
3. Encryption and decryption schemes
In order to explain our proposal, we describe the encryption and decryption schemes
with the aid of the well-known equation of the JTC architecture [1, 9, 10]. First, let
us define the functions to use in the encryption and decryption schemes. The original
image to be encrypted is represented by the real-valued function f(x, y) with values in
the interval [0, 1]; this original image is encoded in phase
fPh(x, y) = exp{i2πf(x, y)}, (5)
and the RPMs r(x, y) and h(x, y) are given by the following equation
r(x, y) = exp{i2πs(x, y)}, h(x, y) = exp{i2πn(x, y)}, (6)
where s(x, y) and n(x, y) are normalized positive functions randomly generated,
statistically independent and uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1]. The functions
f(x, y), s(x, y) and n(x, y) are images with M ×N pixel size.
The input plane of a JTC is typically composed by two non-overlapping data
distributions, g(x, y) and c(x, y), placed side-by-side [1, 9, 10]. Let us consider the first
data distribution g(x, y) be the original image encoded in phase fPh(x, y) placed against
the RPM r(x, y) and modulated by a pure linear phase term
g(x, y) = exp{−i2πx0y cotα}r(x, y)fPh(x, y). (7)
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where x0 is a real constant and α is the rotation angle to be used in the GT. Let us
consider the second data distribution c(x, y) of the input plane of the JTC be the RPM
h(x, y) modulated by a symmetrical (with respect to axis z) pure linear phase term
c(x, y) = exp{i2πx0y cotα}h(x, y). (8)
The GTs at parameter α of the functions r(x, y)fPh(x, y) and h(x, y) are given by
tα(u, v) = Gα{r(x, y)fPh(x, y)}, hα(u, v) = Gα{h(x, y)}. (9)
3.1. Encryption scheme
The input plane of the JTC-based encryption scheme is defined using the two phase-
only images g(x, y) and c(x, y) placed side-by-side at coordinates (x, y) = (x0, 0) and
(x, y) = (−x0, 0), respectively
m(x, y) = g(x− x0, y) + c(x+ x0, y). (10)
Figure 1 shows a representation for the input plane of the JTC-based encryption
scheme. With x0 = M/2 pixels, the spatial region of the input plane is fully covered by
the input functions with no blank space.
Figure 1. Representation of the input plane of the JTC-based encryption scheme.
We introduce the JGPD at parameter α as
JGPDα(u, v) = |Gα{m(x, y)}|2 = |Gα {g(x− x0, y) + c(x+ x0, y)} |2
= |tα(u, v)|2 + |hα(u, v)|2
+ t∗α(u, v)hα(u, v) exp{i2π(2x0)v cscα}
+ tα(u, v)h
∗
α(u, v) exp{−i2π(2x0)v cscα}. (11)
Note that in the definition of JGPD (Eq. (11)), the transforms Gα{g(x−x0, y)} and
Gα{c(x+ x0, y)} are centered at the same spatial point of the GD due to the pure linear
phase terms (exp{±i2πx0y cotα}) symmetrically introduced in g(x − x0, y) (Eq. (7)
shifted to (x, y) = (x0, 0)) and c(x + x0, y) (Eq. (8) shifted to (x, y) = (−x0, 0)). The
JGPD is a positive real-valued distribution.
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The JGPD described by Eq. (11) is an extension to the GD of the joint power
spectrum (JPS) in the Fourier domain but different from other definitions introduced in
related papers [20].
In the next step of the encryption scheme, we use the nonzero-order joint transform
correlator [33] extended to the GD. We eliminate the central orders (|tα(u, v)|2 and
|hα(u, v)|2) of the JGPD. This modified JGPD is then divided by the nonlinear term
|hα(u, v)|2 in order to obtain the encrypted image [13, 17, 18]
eα(u, v) =




|hα(u, v)|2 exp{i2π(2x0)v cscα}
+ tα(u, v)
h∗α(u, v)
|hα(u, v)|2 exp{−i2π(2x0)v cscα}. (12)
If |hα(u, v)|2 is equal to zero for a particular value of the coordinate (u, v), this
intensity value is substituted by a small constant to avoid singularities when computing
eα(u, v). The encrypted image eα(u, v) is a real-valued distribution that can be computed
from the JGPDα(u, v), |tα(u, v)|2 and |hα(u, v)|2. Figure 2 depicts the optical encryption
scheme (Part I) based on a fully phase nonzero-order JTC architecture and the optical
decryption scheme (Part II) based on two successive GTs. The security keys needed for
decryption are the two RPMs r(x, y) and h(x, y), and the rotation angle α of the GT.
The RPM r(x, y) is used to spread the information content of the original image f(x, y)
encoded in phase onto the encrypted distribution eα(u, v). The nonlinear expression of
Eq. (12) represents an extension to the GD of the nonlinear expression given in our
previous work [13] for the nonzero-order JPS in the Fourier domain.
The two-step nonzero-order JTC [33, 34, 35] in the GD can be used to optically
implement the encrypted distribution given by Eq. (12). In the first step, the intensity
functions |tα(u, v)|2 and |hα(u, v)|2 are sequentially captured by a CCD camera placed in
the output plane of the encryption scheme when the functions g(x−x0, y) and c(x+x0, y)
are sequentially displayed on the input plane of the setup, respectively, and the optical
GT is performed (Fig. 2, Part I). In the second step, the JGPDα(u, v) of Eq. (11)
is captured [36]; for this step, the phase-only functions c(x + x0, y) and g(x − x0, y)
are simultaneously placed at the input plane of the JTC. Subsequently, the intensity
distributions |tα(u, v)|2 and |hα(u, v)|2 are digitally subtracted from the JGPD, and
then, this result is divided by |hα(u, v)|2; as a result, we obtain the encrypted image
represented by Eq. (12).
We consider that the encrypted image is free of noise and not affected by partial
occlusion. Such interesting issues are out of the scope of this paper and deserve
further study, as we have done elsewhere [17]. The encrypted image is the only
information to transmit. It is worth remarking that, when comparing with other
related algorithms [13, 14, 15, 17], this encryption scheme does not increase the amount
of data to be sent prior the decryption scheme. The optical GT can be performed by
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the optical setup. The encryption scheme (Part
I) is based on a fully phase nonzero-order JTC in the GD and the decryption scheme
(Part II) is composed by two successive GTs.
means of the optoelectronic setup developed in [27], using a system composed of six thin
cylinder lenses.
The linear phase terms symmetrically introduced in the two non-overlapping data
distributions, g(x, y) and c(x, y), of the input plane of the JTC (see Eqs. (7) and (8),
respectively) can be implemented using an optical biprism or a phase-only spatial light
modulator (SLM). The RPMs r(x, y) and h(x, y) can be implemented using a simple
diffuser glass [11, 13, 14]. In fact, these linear phase terms as well as the RPMs r(x, y)
and h(x, y) can be displayed all together by means of a phase-only SLM.
3.2. Decryption scheme
For the decryption process (Fig. 2, Part II), the second data distribution c(x, y) is placed
at coordinate (x, y) = (−x0, 0) and is Gyrator transformed with rotation angle α; the
result of this transformation is then multipled by the encrypted image eα(u, v) to obtain
dα(u, v) = eα(u, v)Gα {c(x+ x0, y)}
= t∗α(u, v)
h2α(u, v)
|hα(u, v)|2 exp{i2π(3x0)v cscα}
+ tα(u, v)
h∗α(u, v)hα(u, v)
|hα(u, v)|2 exp{−i2πx0v cscα}. (13)
In the optical implementation, the two terms of Eq. (13) would separate angularly
from each other. By Gyrator transforming at parameter −α the second term of Eq. (13)
and then, subtracting the phase shift (−i2πx0y cotα), multiplying by the complex
conjugate of r(x − x0, y) and finally, extracting the argument of the resulting phase
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(function arg{·}), we obtain a version of the decrypted image f˜(x, y) at coordinate
(x, y) = (x0, 0) given by
2πf˜(x− x0, y) = arg{G−α{exp{−i2πx0v cscα}tα(u, v)}
× exp{i2πx0y cotα}r∗(x− x0, y)}. (14)
Additionally, if we use c(x, y) at coordinate (x, y) = (−x1, 0) and assuming that x0
is replaced by x1 in Eq. (8), the decrypted image can still be obtained at coordinate
(x, y) = (2x0 − x1, 0)
2πf˜(x− 2x0 + x1, y) = arg{G−α{exp{−i2π(2x0 − x1)v cscα}tα(u, v)}
× exp{i2π(2x0 − x1)y cotα}
× r∗(x− 2x0 + x1, y)}. (15)
Eq. (15) proves that the encryption-decryption method based on a nonlinear JTC
in the GD preserves the shift-invariance property of the JTC-based encryption scheme
in the Fourier domain, with respect to c(x, y) (this distribution contains one key given
by the RPM h(x, y)) and the recovered image in the decryption method.
We remark that the nonlinear operation introduced in Eq. (12) given by the
term |hα(u, v)|2 in the denominator, permits the retrieval of the original image in
Eq. (14) [14, 15, 17, 18]. The decryption scheme presented in Fig. 2 (Part II) is based on
two successive GTs and a phase retrieval function. These operations in the decryption
scheme can be carried out by either optoelectronics [27] or digital [37] implementations.
4. Simulation results
Figure 3 shows an example to illustrate the simulation results obtained when using the
encryption and decryption schemes presented in subsections 3.1 and 3.2. We apply the
whole process to a picture of a natural scene, which contains fine structures and details.
The original image to encrypt f(x, y) and the random distribution code s(x, y) of the
RPM r(x, y) are displayed in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. The random distribution
code n(x, y) of RPM h(x, y) has different values but similar appearance to the image
presented in Fig. 3(b). The images f(x, y), s(x, y) and n(x, y) are 512× 512 pixel size
(M = N = 512). The encrypted image eα(u, v) for the rotation angle α = 0.885π in the
GT is depicted in Fig. 3(c); the digital GT was implemented using the fast algorithm of
discrete GT based on convolution operation [37]. The final distributions in phase for the
output plane of the decryption scheme with the correct values keys, the rotation angle α
of GT, and the RPMs r(x, y) and h(x, y), are shown in Fig. 3(d). The decrypted image
f˜(x, y) presented in Fig. 3(e) is the magnified region of interest, centered at position
(x, y) = (x0, 0), of Fig. 3(d).
Unlike proposals based on nonlinear correlation [38], we use the root mean square
error (RMSE) [39] to quantitatively evaluate the quality of the decrypted images. The
RMSE for the decrypted image f˜(x, y) with respect to the original image f(x, y) is
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(a) (b) (c)
x = −3x0 x = 0 x = x0
(d)
(e) (f) (g)
Figure 3. (a) Original image to encrypt f(x, y). (b) Random distribution code s(x, y)
of the RPM r(x, y). (c) Encrypted image eα(u, v) for the rotation angle α = 0.885π.
(d) Final distributions in phase for the output plane of the decryption scheme with
the correct parameters, rotation angle α of GT and keys RPMs r(x, y) and h(x, y).
(e) Magnified region of interest of the output plane (d) with the image correctly
decrypted. Unsuccessful decryptions: (f) when the denominator |hα(u, v)|2 is not















The RMSE between the original image (Fig. 3(a)) and the correctly decrypted image
(Fig. 3(e)) is 15× 10−3. The image quality for the decrypted image (Fig. 3(e)) is higher
because the central orders (|tα(u, v)|2 and |hα(u, v)|2) were removed from the JGPD and
the nonlinear operation given by the term |hα(u, v)|2 was introduced in the denominator
of the encrypted function, see Eq. (12) [13, 14, 17].
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Figure 3(f) shows an unsuccessful decryption produced when the nonlinear operation
(Eq. (12)) is not properly applied. More specifically, when the term in the denominator
of Eq. (12) is not introduced in the encrypted function, even though the correct values
keys are used in the decryption scheme. The resulting image is noisy and does not
disclose the original image. The RMSE between the original image of Fig. 3(a) and the
distribution of Fig. 3(f) is 0.774. The result of Fig. 3(f) evidences that the nonlinearity
|hα(u, v)|2 introduced in the denominator of the encrypted function is essential to retrieve
the original image in the decryption scheme [14, 15].
The noisy distribution of Fig. 3(g), corresponds to the result obtained when the key
of the RPM r(x, y) is wrong although the rest of the decryption process is correct. The
RMSE between the original image from Fig. 3(a) and the distribution of Fig. 3(g) is
0.821. When a wrong RPM h(x, y) or an incorrect value of the rotation angle α are used
in the decryption scheme, the results after the decryption process are noisy distributions
similar to Fig. 3(g). Therefore, the provided results prove that the all correct parameters
and keys (the rotation angle α, and the RPMs r(x, y) and h(x, y)) are required in the
decryption scheme for a correct retrieval of the original image.
On the basis of the RMSE metric, the decrypted image of Fig. 3(e), with
RMSE = 15 × 10−3, is of the same order quality as the decrypted image obtained
after applying an encryption-decryption process based on JTC and FrFT with analogous
nonlinear modification of the encrypted fractional power spectrum (RMSE = 12× 10−3
obtained for the decrypted image of another natural scene; see reference [17] for details).
As a matter of fact, the results obtained in the referred work [17] represent a larger
series of numerical experiments since we considered a generalized formulation of the
DRPE-encryption systems that covered a wide variety of JTC architectures defined by
the fractional order and fractional Fourier operators (including the conventional Fourier
domain JTC as a particular case).
From all these results, we estimate that the encryption system in the GD does not
significantly affect the image quality of the decrypted image, but preserves the good
quality already achieved by the encryption systems with generalized JTC architectures.
The advantages of using fully-phase encoding and GD are then more related to the
security of the system and its resistance to attacks, as we will see in the next section.
5. Cryptanalysis
5.1. Key space
The available key space of the proposed encryption scheme is analyzed in this section.
For this purpose, every possible combination of the keys, i.e. the RPMs r(x, y) and
h(x, y), and the rotation angle α of the GT, is considered.
Both RPMs r(x, y) and h(x, y) have a size of M ×N pixels and each pixel has L
possible values. The number of attempts required to retrieve both RPMs is of the order
of L2MN . For L = 256 gray levels and M = N = 512, then the number of RPMs to try
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would be 256524288. Therefore, the brute force attacks are intractable just considering
every possibility of the two RPMs [21].
The GT has a period equal 2π with respect to the rotation angle α. The rotation
angle can be expressed as α = pπ/2, where p has a period equal 4. The sensitivity on
the rotation angle p of the GT for the decrypted images is examined by introducing a
small error in this, and then by calculating the RMSE (Eq. (16)), between the original
image f(x, y) and the decrypted image f˜(x, y) to measure the level of protection of the
encrypted image eα(u, v). Figure 4 shows the RMSE versus the relative error of p for
the image retrieval and it was found that is sensitive to a variation of 10−7 in p. This
sensitivity -and thus, system security- is much higher, more specifically, three orders
of magnitude higher than the sensitivity shown by the encryption systems that use
generalized JTC to variations in the fractional order [17]. The space key for the rotation
angle of the GT is 4× 107.













Figure 4. Variations of the RMSE versus the relative error of p for the decryption
scheme.
5.2. Chosen–plaintext, known–plaintext and ciphertext–only attacks
The chosen-plaintext attack (CPA) [23], the known-plaintext attack (KPA) [24] and the
ciphertext-only attack (COA) [25] have proven that the JTC-based encryption systems
proposed in the references [9, 11, 12] are vulnerable to several attacks.
The encryption systems of references [9, 11, 12] were described in the Fourier domain
with a RPM as a key. These security systems encode the original image in amplitude.
When the original image is encoded in amplitude, only one of the two RPMs of the
JTC-based encryption system is a key of the security system. If the original image
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is encoded in phase, however, both RPMs become keys for the JTC-based encryption
system.
The CPA and KPA presented in references [23] and [24], respectively, try to find the
key represented by the RPM h(x, y), using the complete knowledge of the security system,
chosen plaintexts (images to encrypt) with its corresponding ciphertexts (encrypted
images) and iterative phase retrieval algorithms. The CPA and KPA were specifically
designed for the JPS in the Fourier domain and these attacks only were able to find
one RPM key [23, 24]. The encryption scheme proposed in this paper is based on a
nonlinear fully phase nonzero-order JTC in the GD, which has two RPMs as key. The
CPA described in [23] does not break the security of our encryption scheme, because
the nonlinear operations introduced in the JGPD (Eq. (12)) improve the security of the
encryption scheme, as was demonstrated in references [13, 14], and the CPA is not able
to find the RPM key represented by r(x, y). We remark that it is very important to use
the correct values of all keys in the decryption scheme, in order to retrieve the original
image. The KPA described in [24] does not break the security of our encryption scheme
either, because the convergency of the iterative phase retrieval algorithm extended to
the GD and its use for this KPA would be affected by the introduction of the nonlinear
operations in the JGPD [14, 17], and the KPA also is not able to find the RPM key
given by r(x, y). With the purpose of further improving the resistance of the JTC-based
encryption in the GD against KPA, we recommend to use different probability density
functions (uniform and nonuniform distributions) for the random code functions s(x, y)
and n(x, y) corresponding to the RPMs r(x, y) and h(x, y), respectively, and replace the
RPM h(x, y) by a random complex mask (RCM) [14].
The COA implemented in [25] uses an iterative phase retrieval algorithm for
retrieving an arbitrary plaintext by using only a ciphertext, whenever the plaintext was
encoded in amplitude at the input plane of the JTC-based encryption scheme. The COA
described in [25] fails when is applied to the encryption scheme proposed in this paper,
because the plaintext is encoded in phase at the input plane of the JTC architecture. The
difficulty to obtain any success by attacking our encryption system has been significantly
increased due to the hardness of retrieving the phase information (the plaintext encoded
in phase) from a single intensity (ciphertext) for the phase retrieval algorithm [22, 25, 40].
The COA is not able to retrieve the correct values of the RPMs r(x, y) and h(x, y)
either [25].
For all these reasons, we can say that the proposed nonlinear fully phase nonzero-
order JTC-based encryption system in the GD is resistant to the CPA, KPA and COA
described in [23], [24] and [25], respectively.
6. Conclusion
In summary, we have introduced two nonlinear modifications in the JTC architecture
to carry out fully phase image encryption in the GD. These modifications consist of
the phase encoding of the image to encrypt and the nonlinear operations introduced in
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the JGPD. As a result, the security of the encrypted image is improved and the system
becomes more resistant to attacks, without deleterious effects on the quality of the
decrypted image. The extension to the Gyrator domain adds the rotation angle as a new
parameter that requires to be accurately set for satisfactory information decryption. The
rotation angle of the GT also improves the security of the encryption scheme with respect
to the JTC-based encryption systems in the fractional Fourier domain. The input plane
of the JTC is efficiently used since it can be fully covered by the input functions with
no need of leaving blank spaces between them. The retrieval of the original image with
extremely low level of noise in the decryption process is possible due to the nonlinear
modifications introduced in the JGPD. The recovered original image in the decryption
scheme has higher image quality than other related systems that keep their joint power
distribution unchanged. The nonlinear modifications of the JGPD, applied just before the
generation of the encrypted image, do not increase the amount of data to transmit. The
new encryption-decryption system proposed in this paper preserves the shift-invariance
property of the RPM h(x, y) for the decryption system and the retrieval of the original
image. The encryption and decryption scheme is suitable for optoelectronics and/or
digital implementation. The promising rapid development of optoelectronic devices will
improve the experimental realization of the GT. The simulation results show that the
retrieval of the original image in the decryption scheme is very sensitive to the changes
in the keys (the two RPMs and the rotation angle of GT). We have analysed the high
resistance of the proposed encryption scheme against brute force attacks, CPA, KPA
and COA.
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